has been revised to reflect higher expectations.
BACKGROUND
Some aspects of testing nuclear weapons and their affects require high dynamic range and wide-bandwidth coupled with considerable post-acquisition data processing. Oscilloscope traces recorded on photographic film and subsequently digitized have been the workhorse of this activity. Since the data is to be processed digitally, there are compelling arguments (e.g., cost, accuracy, and error management) for converting the continuous, analog phenomena to a digital form as early in the process as possible. However, conventional means of analog-to-digital conversion do not function at lGs/s with 10-bit resolution with This configuration minimizes expensive, high-speed, high-power-consumption circuitry.
The recorder centers around a CCD configured as five parallel, analog, shift registers as shown in One of the methods considered for remotely calibrating part of the system also offered the ability to locate signal ground at any point in the full scale range of the instrument. After discussion with users, this feature was incorporated in the system. Several other features were also added, including error-corrected memory and the ability to closely synchronize several recorders. Prehistory resolution and range were both extended.
CURRENT PERFORMANCE Several key performance parameters have been measured using the concept demonstration hardware (Exerci ser).
Static Corrections
Internally-generated calibration coupled with post-acquisition data correction compensates for variations in gain, offset, nonlinearity, cell-to-cell fixed-pattern variation, and thermal filling. Figure 3 shows raw, base-line data as + and data corrected for thermal filling and fixed pattern as linked line segments. It was recorded at mid-scale with a 12-bit a-d (4096 counts). Typical static results are shown in Table 1 .
Linearity
Total static system nonlinearity (defined as integral nonlinearity, the most stringent definition) is typically less than 0.15% after post-acquisition correction.
Dynamic Range
The signal to noise observed is typically 60dB. Addition of the above corrections typically results in a dynamic range (i.e., rms error to full scale signal) of 54dB.
Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) Correction
When a CCD transfers charge, a small amount is left behind at each transfer. This process tends to shift fast signal edges and distort pulses. Figure 4 shows a distorted step as + with the correction as linked points. The step is nearly full scale (4096 counts), and the correction results in flatness to within ±2 counts.
Several dynamic characteristics have been observed at the lGs/s rate.
Bandwidth
The measured amplitude response is -3dB typically between 700MHz and 1GHz. The roll-off is smooth (i.e., free of sharp peaks and valleys) to 2GHz. At 2GHz it is typically -15dB to -20dB. The smooth roll-off suggests a well behaved phase characteristic. Both uncorrected data and static-and CTE-corrected data is shown together with a sampling scope picture of the recorded pulse. Figure 6 is a record of a highly pure, 100MHz sine wave which has been static-and CTEcorrected. The fitted sine wave is shown for referencc. 
